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ESCEM Exploitation Plan:
What has been the impact of the project on education systems for each partner?
ESCEM partner has been use ARIADNE output in these training (more specially into master
“Entrepreneuriat Social et Management”) to improve and tests the interest and relevance of
the training module. At the end, we will use all ARIADNE output (methodology, results,
experience) to improve all ESCEM training. ARIADNE project was interesting in the first step
about define social economy specificities. But now, it is important to follow up (larger
reflexion, exploitation and dissemination).
Which institutions / organizations (other than partners) expressed a strong interest in the
use of the results?
Institutions have shown interest in the ARIADNE results were order buisness (especially in
the context of the Chair of Social Economy and Management ESCEM): the Goupe Audiens,
Maif the CJDES ...).
How many people / target group will benefit from the project results during the year
following the end of the project in each partner country? Explain how you calculate /
estimate this figure.
We have different profiles:
•

Students (130 about all ESCEM training)

•

Practitioners (73 about all ESCEM practitioner partners)
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•

Large (300 about ESCEM manifestation: colloquium/seminar on social economy
management).

Please describe how the partners (if they want) will continue the project after the end of
the ARIADNE grant. If, yes, what resources do you intend to use for their sustainability?
We will follow to work on ARIADNE output even after the project. Social Economy
management is a strong topic for ESCEM (we have training, Chaire, teachers, practitioners
who work in this field). Social Economy Management is a priority in our institution. ARIADNE
will be permit to implement and grow up work about it. ESCEM institution will be use these
own resources.
Detail what the outcome will be marketed and any other result will free law
When we will use ARIADNE output, we will put all reference and all partners. We will also
inform ARIADNE partners about it to respect this collaborative work.
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